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Q1/ Choose the right answer from the fojlowins:
i- Steady state heat flow means,

a) Negligible of heat flow.
b) Heat flow independent of time.
c) Uniform rate in temperature rise of a body.
d) No difference of temperature between the boaies.

ii-consider a medium in which the heat conduction equatio'is given in itssimpiest form as
l:1 i,., "/ i 'r ''r rr7"i :r',rrr'ltriii j*/rlt --,l -l 4- i]

(a) Is heat transfer steady or transient?
(b) Is heat transfer one-, two-, or three_dimensional?
(c) Is there heat generation in the medium?
(d) Is the therrnal conductivity of the medium constant orvariable?
iii-Dirichlet condition, a type of boundary conditions,, comesponds to a
situation for which the surface is maintained;

a) At constant temperature
b) At constant heat flux
c) With no heat flow (insulated)
d) None ofthe above

iv- w}ich of the folror,r ing expresses rhermar diffusivity of a substance in
terms of thermal conductivity (k), density (p) and specific heat (C),a; 1p'rc) b) (l/pkc) cl 1t17pc) d) lkrpsz;' 

"
v- Two u'alls of same thicicness and cross section area have thermal
conductivities in the ratio 1:4. If same teinperature difference is maintained
across the wall faces, the ratio of heat flow q1lq2 will be;

a) 0.5 b) 4 c) 0.25 d) 0.4
vi- consider a layer of insulation which might be installed around a circular
prpe' The rhermal conductivity of the insuration is (k) and the assembly
exposed to an environment with T*. The critical thickness of insulation can
be obtained as (r",=kh). The heat transfer wilr be increased by adding more
insulation when;

a) r", ) ro b) r".-- ro c)r", < rn



vii- The medium in which the conduction occurs is isotropic, means that;

a) The mddium is solid and exposed to convection

b) The thermal conductivity of the medium is a function of the temperatut'e.

c) The value of the thermal conductivity is independent of the coordinate

direction.

d) The value of the thermal conductivity is dependent of the coordinate

direction.

viii- on heat transfer, fins are used to

a) Increase temperature gradient so as to improve heat transfer'

b) Increase the Biot number to improve heat transfer'

c) Increase surface area to improve heat transfer.

d) Decrease the temperature drop of the flow.

ix- The temperature of a solid surface changes ftom 27 oC to 627 oC The

emissive power changes would then increases by the ratio:

a) 6:1 b) 9:1 c) 27:1 d) 81:l

x-A thermally transparent surface of transmissivity0. 1 5, receives 2000 kJ/min

of radiation and reflect back 800 kJ/min out of it. The emissivity of the

surface is then;

a) 0.15 b) 0.s4 c) 0.45 d) 0.4

Q2l A/ prove that the critical radius of insulation for a spherical shell is:

r"r= 2Wh

Bl Air at 20 oC blows over a carbon steei (1%) 2cm thick hot plate (k:
43Wm."C) 50 by 75cm rraintained at 250 oC. The convection heat transfer

coefficient is 25wm2."c and that 300w is lost from the plate surface by

radiation, calculate the inside plate temperature.

Q3/ A hollow tube composed of two layers. The inner tube is with inner

diameter of 0,2m and 0.05m thick and 70w/m. oc thermal conductivity. The

outer tube is with 0.0lm tirick and 1wm.oc thermal conductivity. A hot fluid

with 80 oc flows inside thc composed rube wirh l00wim2.'c heat transfer

coefficient. The composed tube exposed to the ambient at 20oC and

1 0Wm2. 
oC heat transfer coeffici ent' Calcuiate :

a) The overall heat transfer coefficient based on outer area.

b) The amount of heat transfer per unit length.

c) The temperature between the two tube iayers.
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Q4/ A set of radial aluminum fins (k: 180Wm.K)as shown in Fig. (1) that
are to be fitted to a smaller air compressor. The device dissipates lKW bv
connecting to the surounding air which is at 20 oc.Each fin is toomm lone.
30mm height and 5mm thick. The tip of each fin may be assumed to be
..li^L^f;^ o-,{ ^ L^-+ +-^-^.C^^ ^^^CE^:^-^. r^- t rurt.- 2 ttadiabatic and a heat transfer coefficient h: 15Wm2.K actine over the
remaining surfaces. Estimate the number of fins required to ensure the base
temperature (120 "C) does not exceed.

Q5/ Hot water at 85oC flows through a thin-walled coppertube of 30mm
diameter. The tube is enclosed by aneccentric cylindricar shell that is
maintained at 35oC andhas a diameter of 120mm. The eccentricity, defined
asthe separation between the centers of the tube and shell,is 20mm. The space
between the tube and shell is fiiledwith an insulating rnaterial having a
thermal conductivityof 0.05 wim. K. calculate the heat loss per unitlength of
the tube, and compare the result with the heatloss for a concentric
arTansement.

Fig. 1

Qood Luck

Examiner
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Q1/ Choose the right answer frorn the following:
i- Steady state heat flow means,

a) Negligible of heat flow.
b) Heat flow independent of time.

c) Uniform rate in temperature rise of a body.

d) No difference of temperalure between the bodies.
ii-Consider a medium in which the heat conduction equationis given in its
simDlest form as' ;'t,;'!; i, r''l7 l- lr.r'-.-:' . lL-i'6.'J,rr. I tt[ | ri_- i r,.- .

(a) Is heat transfer .r"ui o. transient?
(b) Is heat transfer one-, two-, or three-dimensional?
(c) Is there heat generation in the medium?
(d) Is the thermal corlductivity of the rnedium constant or.variable?
iii-Dirichlet condition, a type of boundary conditions, corresponds to a

situation for which the sulface is maintained;
a) At constant tempel'ature

b) At constant heat flux
c) With no heat flow (insulated)

d) None of the above

iv- Which of the following expresses thermal diffusivity of a substance in
terms of therrnal conducrivity (k), density (p) and specific heat (C),

a) (prkc) b1 1t/pkC.1 o tk/p C) d) (UpC/]
v- Two n,alis of same thickncss and cross section ar.ea have thcnnal
conductivities in the ratio 1:4. If san-re temperature difference is maintained
across the wall faces, the ratio of heat flow q1/q2 will be;

a) 0.5 b)4 c) 0.25 d) 0.4
vi- Consider a laycr of insulation wl.rich rnight bc installcd around a circular
pipe. 1-he thcrrnal conductivity of thc insulation is (k) and the assembly
exposed to an environment with f". 'l-he critical thickness of insulation can
bc obtained as (r",:k/h). The heat transfer will be increascd by addins more
insulation when;

a) r",. ) ro b) r",: rn c)r., ( ro d) r",:o
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Q/1(2Omarks)

that is used for

comparatively light loads?

A- Flat saddle key. B- Tangent Keys. C- Hollow saddle key. D- all A,B and C.
9- what are the basic steps for deriving rnateriar indices we should Identifv ?

A- Function. B- Objectives. C- Constraints. D- Free Variables C_ All A,B.C and D.
l0- Shafts are generally manufactured by hot rolring and finished to size by..

1- Wiat are mechanical property when material is subjected to the external load?A- compressing. B- stretching . c- Shear. D- A and B. p- a,g ani c.

r#:fl::1 
edges of the two pads to be joined together that reads to a permanent joint

A- Riveted Joints. B- Welded Joints. C- Screw Joints .

3- what is the name of welding processes that use a cornbination of heat and pressure?A- Fusion Welding. B- Gas Welding. C_ Forge Welding. D_ Both A and B.4- what ls the main considerations involved in th1 serectioi 
"f 

*"ld i;;;i- A- The shape of the welded. B- The thickness of the plates. c- The direction of theforces applied.
D- ailA,B and C.

5- What is the name of fastenings that n,e can be disassembled without destroying thecorulectlng
components?

A- Peruanent Fastenings. B- Tempor.arl, Fastenings. C_ Detachable Fastenings. D_Both B and C.
6- The material used for shafts should have the following properlies :AJou' notch sensitivity factor. B- high rvear resrstant. c- good heat treatment. D_ alrA,B and C,

7- A shaft is a rotating machine eiement which is used to trans'rit power from one place toanother, what is
the basis ofdesign it?

-; A-_Strength. B- Rigidity. C- stiffness. D_ a1l A,B and C.
8- What type of key is a taper key which fits in a keyway in the hub and is llat on the shafl

\ o 1r*l:Jl ptell -qj-ryl r!..ail1 cltaj.ql

A- cold drawing.

!,rl-Jl J'"tr"
cJlF sl+ et*r .e.l

B- tuming . C- grinding. D- A,B and C.



Q2lA cast iron link is required to transmit a steady tensile load of45 kN . Find the tensile
stress induced in the link material at sections A-A and B-B.(20marks)

::'t I i''' -l) ,1 *r''.. r i

: *ll"- l

\tlAll dimensions in mm,

i.I I-

:--.],.'+L

Q3/ An arm A is welded to a hollow shaft at section '1'. The hollow shaft is welded to a
plate C at section '2'. The arrangement is shown, along with dimensions. A force P: 15 kN
acts at arm A perpendicular to the axis of the arm. Calculate the size of weld at section '1'
and '2' . The permissible shear stress in the weld is 120 MPa.(30marks)

Ail dimensions in mnr

Q4/ Find the diameter of a solid steel shaft to transmit 20 kW at 200 r,p,m. The ultimate
shear stress for the steel may be taken as 360 MPa and a factor of safety as 8. If a hollow
shaft is to be used in place of the solid shaft, find the inside and outside diameter when
the ratio of inside to outside diameters is 0.5.(30marks)

2.837
Tmax

tts d2

fl
()--1

2

Torque transmitted by the shaft (T) : **
5.66M

Ob:
ns d2

_u
F,S

d.
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\LO

Torque transmitted by solid shaft (T) : ft"r"d"=

Torque transmitted by hollow shaft (T) : L, r d|x (7 - ka)

(or)' + 4t'
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/ Q1: Figure be11ow illustrates a typical single-spool axial-flow turbojet engine, It is
required to calculate the distribution of the thrust force for each component
(compressor, diffuser, combustion chamber, turbine, jet pipe, and nozzle) with 2
m/s ground velocity .

Prove that the sum ofthese thrust forces is equal to the thrust force developed by
the engine using the usual thrust force equation. (30 M)

conpressol Diffuser Combustion
Chamber

Turbine Jet Pipe Nozzie

Outlet area
(n') 0.117 0.132 0.37 4 0.310 0.420 0.214

Outlet
velocity (m/s) 120 108 86 267 190 579

Outlet gage
pressure (kPa) 658 65i 155 155 5l

I4ass flow
rate (kg/s) 71 .4 '71.4 71 .4 7L4 '71 .4 71.4

Q2: The JT9D high bypass ratio turbofan engine at maximum static power (20 :0) on
a sea level, standard day (P0 : 101 .3 tpa, T0 : 15 "C) has the following data: Air
mass flow rate through the core is 1i2 kg/s, the air mass flow rate through the fan
bypass duct is 566 kgls, the exit velocity from the core is 363 m,/s, the exit velocif
from the bypass duct is 270 nt/s and the fuel flow rate into the combustor is 1.96
kg/s. For the case of exhaust pressures equal to ambient pressure
(P0: Pe), estimate the following:

(a) The thrusr of the engine
(b) The thermal efficiehcy ofthe engine (heating value ofjet fuel is about

42,700 kIlL<g

(c) TSFC of the engine (3oM)

\l2,

E,



Q3 : For a furbofan engine with unchoked nozzles, prrove rh+ if the fuel-to-air ratio is
negligible (f = 0), the propulsive efficienry is qnessed as: (40 M)

Next, plot the reiation Zp versus u for the following cases:

l5 {r {n]l5l ile{.[r$f*] ru*5 {mrlsi

il,5 i)

Llr {i

l{}{l 5{)

l{}r) -+i}r}

Lecturer

t{[]i)
-(j5{t

l{l{)
{i{l{}

5il
l{til
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Note: Answer All Questions

QL/A:1'he following are the ignition times of cerlain upholstery rnaterials exposed
to a flame (given to the nearest hundredth ofa second):

Construction the fi equency table and then plot theOgive graph.(15marlcs)

QllB:Define the Pearson's conelation and then explain its equation. (10marks)

Q2l.{:A researcher is interested in studying the relationship between porosity and
Densitl of Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (ACC).The researched data about 4834
subiects is given in the following table.

Do these data provide sufficient evidence about the existence of a relationship
between porosity and Density of Autoclaved Aerated Concrete? q =0.05(20 marks)

Q2lB: What are the properties of the frequency histograrn?(5marlcs)

Q3/A:lf the average number of defects in the output of spinning and weaving

machine 8% per spoolfind: (15marks)

?

1'!Term Exam./(2016-2017)

Subject:lndustrial Engineering

Al-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University-
Najaf Tech,'Eng. College

AeronauticalEngineering Dep.

Time : 2 hr

Examiner: Asst.Lect. RoaaJaameel

2.58 2.51 4.04 6.43 i.58 +-'tz 2.20 4,19
4.19 6.20 1.52 1.38 3 .87 4.54 5.12 5.50
5.92 4.56 2.46 6.90 1.47 2.11 2.32 6.75
5 .84 8.80 7.40 +. / L 3.62 2.46 8.75 7.86

Porosin' Density Marginal lotal
Hieh lntermediate Low

No-pores 700 625 500 1825
In tenn e d iale-poles 660 575 355 1590
l{igh-por es 600 529 290 1419
Marginal total 1960 1729 1145 4834



1-Pro.[ability that we find three defect per meter.

. 2-Probability that we find more than one defect per meter.

3- Probability that we find less than one defect per meter.

Q3/B: What are the conditions (assumptions) of One-Way ANOVA?(10mark)

Q4lA:In a study of the relationship between levei education and income the
following data was obtained. Find the relationship between them and
comrnent.(2O marks)

Q /B:What are the steps of statistical hypothesis? (5marks)

Examiner

-)r'.,

Sa mple n u mbers Leveleducation In co me

A Prepa ratory. 1E

B Primary. L0
L U n iversity. 8
D Seconda ry 10
E Seconda ry 15

F llliterate 50
tl U n iversity. 60



Pereentage Foints of the [hi.5quar€ Distribution

DeB{eBs of

trecdonl

Probablllty of a larger value of l !
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0.000 0.004

0.0?0 0.103

0.115 0,35?

0.2$7 0.i 11

0.554 1,145

0.872 1.615

1.23q ?.167

1.647 2,713

2.0$8 3.125

2.558 3,$40

3.053 4,575

3.5i1 5.?2{j

4,107 5,892

4.660 6 5?1

5.22!1 7;?61

5.81t 1.567

6.408 8.5?2

7.015 9,J90

7.613 10,117

8.?60 1.0,851

9.542 12 338

10.856 13.848

r l, r9B t -...379

13,565 16,928

14,953 18.493

22.164 26,569

21.701 34.764

37,485 43.188

0,016 0102 0.455

0.711 rl.57l 1,386

0,58i1 1,?12 ?,366

1. 64 19:i :.357

1,610 2.S75 4.351

2.244 J_455 5,148

2.833 4 ?55 6.346

3,490 5.071 7,344

4.168 5"899 8.343

4.8b5 6 7:7 9,142

5.578 7.584 10.341

6.304 8.438 11.34G

7.042 9.299 12.340

179D 10,1€5 13.339

8.547 1r,,037 14.i19

9.312 11,912 15.338

10,1,)85 12192 16.t38

10,865 13,675 17.3t8

11,651 14,562 18.338

t2,44-\ 75.4tr2 t! 337

14 041 17,240 11.337

15 659 19,037 23.337

1i,292 20,843 ?5.3ilij

18.C39 22.651 2?.336

20.599 24.478 2$,336

29.051 33,660 . 39.335

37.88e 42 9.42 49,335

46 459 52 294 s9.335

3,84 6.63

5.9S 9.?1

7,81 11.t4

9,49 11.28

tlt,07 tl5.t:r9

12.59 16.81

14.{17 1fi.48

rs,s.l 20.09

16.92 2L.67

18.11 ?3.21

19,68 24.72

?1 0l ?6.27

??.16 27.S9

23,68 29.14

2,\.M 10.58

26,30 32.00

?7.59 3].41

28 87 3,{.80

30.14 36.19

11.41 37 ,57

33.92 4t).29

36.42 42.98

38.8$ 4.5.64

41,t4 48,78

43.17 50,89

55,iS 63.69

67,50 76,15

79,08 88.38

t.5/
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74.40
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Q1 -.Enumerate the following , answer only four : (20)
l The type of fire protection systems in A/c can be sub-divided into

Specific areas of the tuC.
2. Examples of agents that do not deplete the ozone layer include.
3. Testing and inspections steps of altimeter system :

4. The precautions in testing pitot _ static sysrem ,

5. 100- hours inspection of generator steps:

(20)

(20)

Q2- Sketch the following :

1. Three phase transformer star-delta.
2. A pitot tube in aircraft .

3. Full - wave rectifier circuit.
Q3- Fill in the blanks with correcr answers:

'1 .-----------is the type of wiring diagram that is of most importance
To us as A,/C maintenance technicions.

2.Solid wire may be used for the -----_____:where vibration is no
Problem.

3. Wires that carry Ac or pulsating Dc are often _*________-____ 
.

4. The individual strands of wire are typically plated to protect
from ---------------

5. 12V. Batteries may use either -______or______cells, while 24 V.
Are made up of ----:--or-____ individual cells.

Q4- A-What is the alternator?
B-Mention alternator,s type depending on:

1-type of excitation.
2-type of rotating-field,

C-Why the power of alternator express in KVA not in Watt?
D-lf the speed of arternator 3600 RpM and have a two-pore carcurate the

frequency of it?
Q5 A/Answer the following: (20)

1-The advantage of digital system on aircraft system.
2-The units of CPU in computer for aircraft svstem.
3-Types of DC motor depending on (type of duty).
4-The different between RAM and ROM.
5-The type of modulation and which is the better?

B/Define (on ly five) (20)
ower factor, coaxial cable, space wave, rectifier, LRU,sky wave

e*..!ll , sri rI Y ?v
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Q1: For the system of links shown, the shaded areas are solid links.
The circles represent roiating joinhs Be sure io show your work to
find:

1. Number oflinks. (8 points)

2. Number ofjoints, (8 points) and

3. D F of the svstem ancl clarlfy the naLure of the sys[em (A4ech_
anlsrn, structure or pre-loaded structure ) (4 points)

Courso Tiblo: Thcory of Machincs
Time: 2 hours

Q2r For the mechanism shown

CB=100 znrn, clanh AB = 20A mrn; CD = 200 mrn and the
link DE = 400 rnm wiihibs center of gravity G, 100 mra from
D. (15 points)

bween the fixed cenLer D:gO mn, crank AB - 3A mm;
BC - 70 mrn and CD rnm.

rcall) represent the accelerahion diagram of the mecha-
nism. (15 points)

Find the magnitude and direction of the acceleraLion
of point G. (8 points)

(7 points)

3.

Position dragrarn

Nert page pLease......

Velocity diagram .



also the number of teeth for the sun gear is iwice the mrmberof beeth for planet gear (l/s = 2llp)

(A) Esbablish bhe bable ihab ljnts the relaiionships bet\a,eenine angutar velocities of gears ald arn (E points)

(C) Re (B) wirh (c,,".=10(J , p.mr.p W). (5 poinrs)
CC\{) and (o, -.10i1

6oo/. Luct !

Corl.i"lly !

Jnslru4or & J{ead 
"/ Ael

b, .4sso"d. ,41 Sallao;
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Answer all guestion

Q 1 : Deri.,'e the following relation for one dimensional isentropic

1-9= -!L0-urtA pv'
t,. Y

2- r- - (-!- + !:! p1z\Q-v
P \f+r y+1" /

an area ralio AlA.:1.436. calculate the Mach and pressure ratio
Recalculate the above values in the subsonic of the nozzle for the

10M
B) what the variation (decrease and increase) of flow parameters (area, pressure, vetocify) inconvergent _divergent nozzle and diffuser with (M<1, M=1ani Mrij, 10M

Q3: A supersonicnozzle expand air from po =25 bar and To=tQJg K to an exit pressure of4.35bar; the exit area of the nozzre is 100 cm2. Determine (a) throat area; (b) pressure andtemperature at the throat; (c) femperature at exit (d) firass flow rate. )OU
Q4: with an area ratio (exit to throat) of 3.0 exhausts air (y =

: .eservoir to a region of back p..;.;;. ;. Under a cerrain
ck is observed in the nozzle at an arei equal to 2.2 timesthe throat area' what percent of decrease in back pressure would be necessary to rid thenozzle ofthe normal shock? 20M

g diffuser with a Mach number of 2.g. static
re of 20oC. For the flow situation shown in

pressure, and exit stagnation pressure

20M

20M

Q2: A) A convergent divergent air nozzle has

, (P/P") for isentropic flow taking r=1.3..-. Same area ratiO.

M, = 2.8

Ar = l). I0 n:

A; = 1].25 nrt .4o : 0.5{J m!
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Q1)Discuss with sketches the boundary Iayer separation.udry rayer separaflon. (20 degree)

Q2) Two parallel plates are spaced 4 mm apart, and oil (g = 0.1 N.s/m2, S = 0.8) flows at a rate
of 24x10'3 mt/s per m of wrdth between the prates, what is the pressure gradient in the
direction of flow if the prates are inclined at 25 " and 75o with the horizontar and if the frow is
downward between the plates?

Q3) A layer of viscous liq uid of thickness b flows steadijy down a n inclined pla ne. Show that, bv
using the Navier-stokes equations that verocity distribution is:LL = (2by - y2)stnT and that
the discharge per unit width is: 0 = b3 stn\

Qa) Air (p = t.z1- ke/m3) fl<iws over a thin flat plate 2.5 m long and 0.3 m wide. The flow is
uniform at the leading edge of the plate. while the velocity profile of the boundary layer is
shown in figure, and the free stream velocity is 3.7 m/s. Using control volume (abcd) shown in
figure, compute the mass frow rate across surface (ab) and (bc). Determine the magnitude and
direction of the x component of the force required to hord the prate statonary. (20 degree)

Q5) define five of the folowing: i.. sriding bearing 2, Boundary iayer 3. Dispracement thickness 4.
Shape factor 5. Bluff body 6. pressure drag 7, Stream jine bodv (20 degree)

(20 degree)
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